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2Outline of the talk
§ Introduction: In standard BBN 7Li is “over-predicted”ß
cosmological lithium problem. 
§ Recent observational developments. Planck results; new 
accuracy for D/H (?); no 6Li.
§ Is anything wrong with nuclear physics? Is anything wrong 
with cosmology? 
§ Particle physics speculations: non-thermal decay with extra 
neutrons; catalysis by charged particles; MeV-scale energy 
injection.
§ Conclusions
3There is no practical implication if we find missing Li
This is not going to happen. Why should anyone care? 
1. Li problem may hold clues to non-standard physics that existed at 
BBN time (e.g. 10 minutes after the Big Bang)
2. Li problem may be trying to tell us something profound about the 
evolution of the oldest [surviving] stars in the Universe that formed 
at z ~ 15.
4>30 yr since the F. and M. Spite discovery of 
7Li plateau in Population II stars
Spite plateau (Ryan et al )
(from Keith’s slides)
Ryan et al.
7Li exhibits a “plateau” with low dispersion – indicator or BBN value  
5BBN abundances at hCMB
6Latest developments (Planck etc)
• Planck re-measures most of the cosmological parameters, but there is 
no drastic change in h compared to WMAP/SPT/ACT.
• Planck determines helium abundance Yp. Accuracy approaches 10%.
• Cooke et al (2013) claim better accuracy and less scatter for the re-
evaluated observational abundance of D/H. Perfect agreement, it 
seems!
• With latest results, no evidence of 6Li in the stellar atmospheres.
• Only 7Li remains a problem. 
10 Cooke et al.
Fig. 5.— Values of D/H for the Precision Sample of DLA measurements analyzed in this paper. The orange point represents the new case reported here
(J1358+6522). The left and right panels show respectively the D/H measures as a function of the DLA oxygen abundance and H i column density. The dark
and light green bands are the 1σ and 2σ determinations of Ωb,0 h2 from the analysis of the CMB temperature fluctuations recorded by the Planck satellite
(Planck Collaboration 2013) assuming the standard model of physics. The conversion from D/H to Ωb,0 h2 is given by eqs. 5 and 6.
TABLE 2
The Precision Sample of D/HMeasurements in QSO Absorption Line Systems
Literature This work
QSO zem zabs [O/H]a logN(H i) log (D/H) logN(H i) log (D/H) Ref.b
(cm−2) (cm−2)
HS 0105+1619 2.652 2.53651 −1.77 19.42 ± 0.01 −4.60 ± 0.04 19.426 ± 0.006 −4.589 ± 0.026 1, 2
Q0913+072 2.785 2.61829 −2.40 20.34 ± 0.04 −4.56 ± 0.04 20.312 ± 0.008 −4.597 ± 0.018 1, 3, 4
SDSS J1358+6522 3.173 3.06726 −2.33 . . . . . . 20.495 ± 0.008 −4.588 ± 0.012 1
SDSS J1419+0829 3.030 3.04973 −1.92 20.391 ± 0.008 −4.596 ± 0.009 20.392 ± 0.003 −4.601 ± 0.009 1, 5, 6
SDSS J1558−0031 2.823 2.70242 −1.55 20.67 ± 0.05 −4.48 ± 0.06 20.75 ± 0.03 −4.619 ± 0.026 1, 7
aWe adopt the solar value log(O/H)⊙ + 12 = 8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009).
bReferences – (1) This work, (2) O’Meara et al. (2001), (3) Pettini et al. (2008a), (4) Pettini et al. (2008b),
(5) Pettini & Cooke (2012), (6) Cooke et al. (2011), (7) O’Meara et al. (2006).
the literature systems that did not meet our selection criteria
(see Section 2.2.1) have larger uncertainties, and thus their
contribution to the weighted mean value of D /H is relatively
low.
4.1. The Cosmic Density of Baryons
Using the most up-to-date calculations of the network of
nuclear reactions involved in BBN, the primordial abundance
of deuterium is related to the cosmic density of baryons (in
units of the critical density), Ωb,0, via the following relations
(Steigman 2012; G. Steigman 2013, private communication):
(D /H)p = 2.55 × 10−5 (6/ηD)1.6 × (1 ± 0.03) (5)
ηD = η10 − 6(S − 1) + 5ξ/4 (6)
where η10 = 273.9Ωb,0 h2, S = [1 + 7(Neﬀ − 3.046)/43]1/2 is
the expansion factor and ξ is the neutrino degeneracy param-
eter (related to the lepton asymmetry by Equation 14 from
Steigman 2012). The rightmost term in eq. 5 represents the
current 3% uncertainty in the conversion of (D /H)p to ηD due
to the uncertainties in the relevant nuclear reactions rates (see
Section 4.2). For the standard model, Neﬀ ≃ 3.046 and ξ = 0.
In this case, the Precision Sample of D/H measurements im-
plies a cosmic density of baryons:
100Ωb,0 h2(BBN) = 2.202±0.020 (random) ±0.041 (systematic)
(7)
where we have decoupled the error terms from our measure-
ment (i.e. the random error term) and the systematic uncer-
tainty in converting the D abundance into the baryon density
parameter.
As can be seen from Figure 5, this value of Ωb,0 h2 is in ex-
cellent agreement with that derived from the analysis of the
CMB temperature fluctuations measured by the Planck satel-
lite (Planck Collaboration 2013):
100Ωb,0 h2(CMB) = 2.205 ± 0.028. (8)
4.2. The Current Limitation
In the era of high-precision cosmology, we feel that it is
important to highlight the main limitations aﬀecting the use
of (D /H)p in the estimation of cosmological parameters. As
can be seen from eq. 7, the main source of error is in the
conversion of (D /H)p to the baryon density parameter (ηD,
and hence Ωb,0 h2). In large part, this systematic uncertainty
is due to the relative paucity of experimental measures for
several nuclear cross-sections that are important in the net-
work of BBN reactions, particularly deuteron–deuteron re-
actions and the d(p, γ)3He reaction rate at the relevant en-
ergies (Fiorentini et al. 1998; Nollett & Burles 2000; Cyburt
2004; Serpico et al. 2004). Since these studies, estimates for
the deuteron–deuteron reaction cross-sections (Leonard et al.
2006) have improved and their contribution to the error budget
has been reduced. Themain lingering concern involves the re-
action rate d(p, γ)3He, for which only a single reliable dataset
12 Cooke et al.
Fig. 6.— The 1σ and 2σ confidence contours (dark and light shades respectively) for Neﬀ and Ωb,0 h2 derived from the primordial deuterium abundance (blue),
the CMB (green), and the combined confidence contours (red). The left panel illustrates the current situation, while the right panel shows the eﬀect of reducing
the uncertainty in the conversion from (D /H)p to Ωb,0 h2 by a factor of two (see discussion in Section 4.2). Dashed and dotted lines indicate the hidden contour
lines for BBN and CMB bounds respectively.
Fig. 7.— The 1σ and 2σ confidence contours (dark and light shades respec-
tively) for Neﬀ and Ωb,0 h2 derived from the primordial deuterium abundance
(blue), the primordial He mass fraction (green), and the combined confidence
contours (red). Dashed and dotted lines indicate the hidden contour lines for
(D /H)p and YP bounds respectively.
recently as a probe of the eﬀective number of neutrino fam-
ilies (Cyburt 2004; Nollett & Holder 2011; Pettini & Cooke
2012, see also Section 5.1). Here, we demonstrate that precise
measures of the primordial deuterium abundance (in combi-
nation with the CMB) can also be used to estimate the neu-
trino degeneracy parameter, ξ, which is related to the lepton
asymmetry by Equation 14 from Steigman (2012).
Steigman (2012) recently suggested that combined esti-
mates for (D /H)p, YP, and a measure of Neﬀ from the CMB,
can provide interesting limits on the neutrino degeneracy pa-
rameter (ξ ≤ 0.079, 2σ; see also, Serpico & Raﬀelt 2005;
Popa & Vasile 2008; and Simha & Steigman 2008). By com-
bining (D /H)p and YP, this approach eﬀectively removes the
dependence on Ωb,0 h2. Using the conversion relations for
(D /H)p and YP (eqs. 5–6 and 13–14) and the current best de-
termination of YP (0.253±0.003; Izotov, Stasinska, & Guseva
2013), in addition to the Planck+WP+highL19 constraint on
Neﬀ and the precise determination of (D /H)p reported here,
we derive a 2σ upper limit on the neutrino degeneracy param-
eter, |ξ| ≤ 0.064, based on the approach by Steigman (2012).
We propose that an equally powerful technique for estimat-
19 We used th base cosmology set with Neﬀ and YP added as free param-
eters (see Section 6.4.5 of Planck Collaboration 2013).
ing ξ does not involve removing the dependence on Ωb,0 h2
by combining (D /H)p and YP, as in Steigman (2012). In-
stead, one can obtain a measure of both Ωb,0 h2 and Neﬀ from
the CMB, and use either (D /H)p or YP to obtain two sepa-
rate measures of ξ. This has the clear advantage of decou-
pling (D /H)p and YP; any systematic biases in either of these
two values could potentially bias the measure of ξ. Separating
(D /H)p and YP also allows one to check that the two estimates
agree with one another.
Our calculation involved aMonte Carlo technique, whereby
we generated random values from the Gaussian-distributed
primordial D/H abundance measurements, whilst simultane-
ously drawing random values from the (correlated) distribu-
tion between Ωb,0 h2 and Neﬀ from the Planck+WP+highL
CMB data (Planck Collaboration 2013)20. Using Equation 19
from Steigman (2012, equivalent to eq. 6 here), we find
ξD = +0.05 ± 0.13 for (D /H)p, leading to a 2σ upper limit
of |ξD| ≤ 0.31.
With the technique outlined above, we have also computed
the neutrino degeneracy parameter from the current observa-
tional bound on YP. For this calculation, we have used the
MCMC chains from the Planck+WP+highL CMB base cos-
mology with Neﬀ and YP added as free parameters. In this
case, the CMB distribution was weighted by the observational
bound on YP (YP = 0.253±0.003; Izotov, Stasinska, & Guseva
2013). Using Equations 19–20 from Steigman (2012, equiv-
alent to eqs. 6 and 14 here), we find ξD = +0.04 ± 0.15 for
(D /H)p and ξHe = −0.010 ± 0.027 for YP. These values
translate into corresponding 2σ upper limits |ξD| ≤ 0.34 and
|ξHe| ≤ 0.064. Combining these two constraints then gives
ξ = −0.008 ± 0.027, or |ξ| ≤ 0.062 (2σ).
Alternatively, if we assume that the eﬀective number of
neutrino species is consistent with three standard model neu-
trinos (i.e. Neﬀ ≃ 3.046), we obtain the following BBN-only
bound on the neutrino degeneracy parameter by combining
(D /H)p and YP, ξ = −0.026 ± 0.015, or |ξ| ≤ 0.056 (2σ). We
therefore conclude that all current estimates of the neutrino
degeneracy parameter, and hence the lepton asymmetry, are
consistent with the standard model value, ξ = 0.
20 Rather than drawing values of Ωb,0 h2 and Neﬀ from the appropriate
distribution, we instead used the Markov-Chain Monte Carlo chains provided
by the Planck science team, which are available at:
http://www.sciops.esa.int/wikiSI/planckpla/index.php?
title=Cosmological Parameters&instance=Planck Public PLA
7More than one problem with 7Li? 
Problem # 1
Problem # 2 M. Spite talk IAP 2012
Paris, 2012, Lithium in the Cosmos	
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Linear scale BB 
N(Fe) / N(Fe) 
8Lithium deficiency is a serious condition that 
needs treatment 
Ms Universe
9Ways the 7Li problem can be resolved
§ Nuclear:
May be SBBN prediction is somehow not correct. Some
subdominant but poorly known reactions play a role? 
§ Astrophysical:
Depletion of lithium along Spite plateau is ~ 3 – 5.
§ Particle physics:
Decays of heavy relics can reduce 7Li. 
7Li can also be destroyed in catalyzed reactions.
§ Cosmological:
7Li is measured locally, while D and especially baryon-to-photon 
ratio globally. If there is a downward fluctuation of baryon density in 
proto-Milky Way region, local 7Li/H can be smaller. 
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Ways the 7Li problem can be resolved
§ Nuclear:
May be SBBN prediction is somehow not correct. Some
subdominant but poorly known reactions play a role? 
§ Astrophysical:ß Definitely can alleviate Li problem at least 
partially
Depletion of lithium along Spite plateau is ~ 3 – 5.
§ Particle physics:
Decays of heavy relics can reduce 7Li. 
7Li can also be destroyed in catalyzed reactions.
§ Cosmological:
7Li is measured locally, while D and especially baryon-to-photon 
ratio globally. If there is a downward fluctuation of baryon density in 
proto-Milky Way region, local 7Li/H can be smaller. 
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More on 7Li generation during the BBN
In fact, it is 7Li+7Be that we are interested in (much later, 7Be 
captures an electron and becomes 7Li). Things are simple: there 
is one reaction in, and one reaction out 
3He+aà 7Be + g - IN. 
7Be +n à p +7Li – OUT, (followed by 7Li+pà 2a)
At T>25 keV, 7Li is unstable being efficiently burned by protons. 
4He, 3He, D, p, and n can be all considered as an input for lithium 
calculation. 
1. 3He and n abundances ? All reactions are too well-known. 3He is 
indirectly measured by the solar neutrino flux. 
2. 3He(a,g )7Be reaction is now known with better than 10% 
accuracy (thanks to several dedicated experiments in the last 
10yr).
New ways of destroying 7Be that were missed ? 
12
Some non-standard particle physics 
“solutions” to 7Li discrepancy
1. Particle decays that supply extra neutrons (Reno, Seckel, 1980) 
that lead to the suppression of 7Be.
2. Catalysis of nuclear reactions by e.g. negatively charged relics 
can suppress 7Be. (MP, 2006).
3. Light particles splitting nuclei (New): (MP, Pradler, 2010, MP, 
Pradler, Goudelis, 2016). 
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Straight energy injection does not solve 7Li 
discrepancy
1. Particle decays can supply energy in form of the EM showers
2. Maximum energy in such showers is below the Be7 binding 
energy for a long time 
When Be7 destruction becomes possible, soon after the D can also 
be destroyed. One needs O(1) reduction in Be7. And not more 
than 10% reduction in D. (Exception: unstable particles in the 
interval of mass 1.6-2.2 MeV)
16 Big Bang Nucleosynthesis as a Probe of New Physics
complete it can lead to strong departures from the observed pattern of primordial abun-
dances. Therefore, BBN provides us with a significant sensitivity to this class of models
even when the total energy density stored in the decaying and annihilating species is com-
pletely subdominant to the energy density of the Universe. This issue has taken on a great
deal of importance due to its potential connection to particle dark matter, in which weakly
interacting massive particles (WIMPs) can either source non-equilibrium BBN via their
annihilation, or be produced in the decays of some metastable parent particles.
BBN scenarios with additional energy injection have received a plenty of attention since
their inception [65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72], more recent and more detailed treatments can be
found in [73,74,75,76,77]. By accounting for the qualitative diﬀerences in the abundance sig-
natures, one may distinguish between electromagnetic decays to γs, e±, and possibly other
leptons and decays to hadronic final states that lead to extra energetic nucleons. Whereas
electromagnetic decays have a significant impact on BBN only at late times (τ >∼ 10
5 s), after
all reactions are eﬀectively frozen, the hadronic decays may have observable consequences
even if they occur as early as few seconds.
3.1 BBN with electromagnetic and hadronic energy injection
When the decaying particle produces mostly electromagnetic radiation, the treatment of
non-equilibrium BBN is relatively simple. Because the density of the early Universe is
quite significant, decaying particles quickly yield electromagnetic showers. As a result, a
potentially very large energy release per decaying particle (i.e. O(1 TeV) can be transferred
to a large number of O(10MeV)-energy photons, some of which may have a chance of
in e actin with and/or disintegrating light nuclei before their energy is fur her dispersed
and thermalized.
The main physical process that regulates the maximal energy of particles in the shower
is the pair-production in the scattering of energetic γs on thermal photons, i.e. γ + γT →
e− + e+. This leads to a so-called “zeroth-generation” diﬀerential photon spectrum in the
form of a broken power law [78]:
pγ(Eγ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
K0(Eγ/Elow)−1.5 for Eγ < Elow
K0(Eγ/Elow)−2.0 for Elow < Eγ < EC
0 for Eγ > EC
(21)
where the power break occurs at Elow ≃ m2e/(80T ), and the spectrum is cut-oﬀ at the
threshold of pair production EC ≃ m2e/22T [72]. The overall normalization constant K0 of
the spectrum is determined by requiring that the primary injected (electromagnetic) energy
E0 be carried by the photon cascade, that is, E0 =
∫
dEγEγpγ .
The ansatz (21) for the spectrum immediately tells us the temperature and time of injec-
tion that allow for the photodisintegration of a certain element. The highest temperature
Tph (one-to-one related to the earliest cosmological time) at which photodisintegration can
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occur can be determined by equating EC to the nuclear binding e ergies Eb against pho-
todissociation:
Tph ≃
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
7 keV for 7Be + γ → 3He + 4He (Eb = 1.59MeV)
5 keV for D + γ → n+ p (Eb = 2.22MeV)
0.6 keV for 4He + γ → 3He(T) + n(p) (Eb ≃ 20MeV)
(22)
Once the temperature is so low that the photodisintegration of 4He can occur, net pro-
duction of D and 3He becomes possible. An amount of 6Li can be produced either via
photodissociation of 7Be and 7Li or through secondary interactions of the products of 4He
destruction. This important mechanism is discussed in some detail later.
The photons in the cascade (21) undergo further degradation via the (slower) processes
of Compton scattering, pair-production on nuclei, and elastic γ-γ scattering so that the
total number of energetic photons is given by competition between the injection (decay or
annihilation) rate Γinj and the total energy loss rate Γγ(Eγ). The energy spectrum can
then be obtained in form of a quasi-static equilibrium solution [79]
fqseγ = nX
Γinjpγ(Eγ)
Γγ(Eγ)
, (23)
where nX is the time-dependent number density of the decaying and annihilating particles,
Γinj = τ
−1
X for decays, and Γinj =
1
2nX⟨σannv⟩ for self-annihilation. Depending on the
temperature of the primordial plasma at the time of energy injection, both production
and destruction of elements may occur. One can incorporate these possibilities into an
additional set of Boltzmann equations, which include the non-thermal photon population
and abundances of nuclei denoted here as T,A, and P (AT > AA > AP ):
−HT
dYA
dT
=
∑
T
YT
∫ ∞
0
dEγf
qse
γ (Eγ)σγ+T→A(Eγ)
−YA
∑
P
∫ ∞
0
dEγf
qse
γ (Eγ)σγ+A→P (Eγ). (24)
The solution to this set of equations constrains the amount and timing of deposited elec-
tromagnetic energy. Figure 4 shows the results of a sample calculation for the model with
a decaying particle with a lifetime of τX = 108 s and an initial energy density relative to
baryons of mXnX/(mpnb) = mXYX/mp ≃ 1; there is an extra assumption that half of the
rest mass of the species, mX = 1TeV, is released in the form of electromagnetic energy into
the thermal bath. One can see the significant increase in 3He, D, and 6Li abundances. The
solid arrows indicate the main transformations of the elemental abundances under the in-
fluence of the dissociating radiation. The model considered in this graph is in stark conflict
with observations and is therefore excluded.
It is intriguing to investigate whether the injection of electromagnetic energy may reduce
the abundance of 7Li+7Be. A dedicated study [80] found that such a reduction is generally
diﬃcult to achieve because either D is also destroyed or 3He/D is overproduced beyond
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Extra neutrons from particle physics reduce 7Be
3He+aà 7Be + g - IN. 
7Be +n à p +7Li – OUT, (followed by 7Li+pà 2a)
Addition of O(10-5) neutrons per proton at T~40 keV accelerates 
burning of 7Be. It does not matter how you generate extra 
neutrons (particle decays, annihilation etc). (Reno, Seckel; 
Jedamzik; Kohri et al.; Keith and Brian’s group). This 
mechanism is sensitive to hadronic fraction of 
decays/annihilation. 
Candidates: scalar lepton NLSP à gravitino LSP decays (many 
studies); gravitino decays; R-parity violating decays; super-
WIMP decays… You can have arbitrarily many models that do 
that. They may or may not have associated collider signatures. 
15
Time evolution of abundances in nBBN
Most of the models of neutron injection are disfavored because of 
elevated D/H. 
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Is extra-neutron triggered reduction of 7Li 
consistent with D/H? 
No (Shown e.g. in Coc, MP, Vangioni, Uzan, 2014) 
This can be shown by scanning over all possible different physical 
methods of particle injection:
1. Neutrons from decays
2. Neutrons from annihilations, including resonant annihilation
3. Neutrons from oscillations from mirror sector
….. 
17
Is extra-neutron triggered reduction of 7Li 
consistent with D/H? Too much D!
Neutrons from decays and annihilation (yellow – He 
constraint, blue – solution to Li7, black lines contours of D/H)
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FIG. 4. n   n⇥ oscillation. Contour plots in the space of the two physical parameters ( m,m12) assuming   =  CMB and
x = 0.2 respectively with  ⇥ = 10 10 (left) and  ⇥ = 3 ⇥ 10 10 (middle) and x = 0.5 and  ⇥ = 10 10 (right). The blue strip
corresponds to models for which the BBN predictions are compatible with the observational constraints for both helium-4 and
lithium-7. The solid lines indicate the prediction of deuterium abundance D/H = {3.6, 3.8, 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, 4.6}⇥10 5 from top
to bottom.
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FIG. 5. Decay of massive particles. Contour plot assuming
  =  CMB for the two parameters of the model: the lifetime
⇤x of the massive particle and the decay rate ⇥0 exp( t/⇤X).
This can be compared to the case 4 of Ref. [14]. The solid
dashed lines indicate the prediction of deuterium abundance
D/H = {3.6, 3.8, 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, 4.6}⇥10 5 from top to bottom.
is dominated by the channel 4He +3 He  7 Be + ⇥ fol-
lowed by a  -decay. Between the two blue strips the final
abundances of Lithium-7 is too low. At higher rates, 7Be
becomes completely negligible but the abundance of tri-
tium is increased so that one opens the second channel
4He +3 H  7 Li + ⇥ so that the abundance of lithium-7
becomes too large again.
Again, it is easily concluded that in the range of pa-
rameters that allows these models to solve the lithium
problem, the production of deuterium remains too high
to be compatible with recent observational constraints.
FIG. 6. Decay of massive particles. The abundance of
lithum-7 produced during BBN, as a function of the two pa-
rameters (⇤X ,⇥0) has a valley. See text for an explanation of
the shape of this surface and compare with Fig. 5.
Particle annihilation. The only parameter of the
model is the annihilation rate ⌅0(T/ GK)3. Figure 7
depicts the dependence of the abundances of helium-4,
deuterium, tritium and helium-7 as a function of this
parameter assuming that ⇤ is fixed to ⇤CMB. As the
annihimation rate increases, the abundance of helium-4
increases, simply because there is more neutron available.
This sets an upper bound on ⌅0. As already concluded in
Ref. [14], the neutron injection can alleviate the lithium
problem. the shape of the curve is understood in ex-
actly the same way as in the previous paragraph. While
tritium is slightly a ected by the neutron injection, deu-
terium increases and there is no possibility to reconcile
both deuterium and lithium-7 simultaneously with the
observations.
Resonant particle annihilation. We scan the parame-
ter space (Er,⌅0) and the result is depicted on Fig. 8.
The morphology of the allowed region is similar to Fig. 5
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FIG. 7. Particle annihilation. Abundance of helium-4, deu-
terium, tritium and helium-7 as a function of the annihilation
rate ⇥0. Stand rd BBN is recovered in the limit ⇥0 ⇤ 0. It
is easily concluded that solving the lithium-7 problem would
be at the origin of deuterium problem.
obtained for particle decay.
The morphology of the region of the parameter space
leading to an agreement for both lithium-7 and helium-4
is similar to the case of the decay of a massive parti-
cle (see Fig. 5) and the existence of the two branches is
interpreted in exactly the same way.
Again, the predicted abundance of deuterium is too
large in these models.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have considered four di⇥erent mecha-
nisms that allow one to modify the standard BBN frame-
work by injecting extra neutrons during the late stages of
primordial nucleosynthesis. Such an injection reduces the
amount of produced 7Be, and thus of the final 7Li abun-
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FIG. 8. Resonnant annihilation. Contour plot assuming
  =  CMB for the two param ters of the model: the reso-
nance energy ER and the reaction rate ⇥0 exp( ER/kT ) (this
corresponds to the case 5 of Ref. [14]). The solid dashed lines
indicates the prediction of deuterium abundance D/H = {3.6,
3.8, 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, 4.6}⇥10 5 from top to bottom.)
dances, since it increases its destruction due to a more
e⌅cient neutron capture. We have detailed the way to
implement the oscillation of neutrons with mirror neu-
trons in BBN and showed that it can modify the lithium
abundance only is the mirror symmetry is approximate,
in the sense that  m ⇥= 0.
Our main conclusion is that while for all models there
exists a region of the parameter space for which both
the helium-4 and lithium-7 predictions are in agreement
with their current observations, assuming that   is fixed
to its CMB value, this is at the expense of a too high
value of D/H, incompatible with existing observational
constraints. This conclusion is summarized on Fig. 9 in
which each dot is the prediction of a model of one the 4
classes in the space (D/H, 7Li/H). It is easily concluded
that all the models lies on the half-plane above the dashed
line, that is
log(D/H) >  0.293 log(7Li/H)  7.3.
As a consequence, none of the models can be compatible
with existing constraints on D/H (Ref. [4] or Ref. [24]
represented by the two rectangles).
We have thus demonstrated that, given the new obser-
vational constraints on D/H, no mechanism of a neutron
injection during the late stages of BBN can resolve the
lithium problem. Similar conclusions for late time nu-
cleon injection were recently reached in Ref. [36].
As discussed in the introduction, the solution to this
problem can be from astrophysical origin or physical ori-
gin. In the latter case, mechanisms based on a modifica-
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Is extra-neutron triggered reduction of 7Li 
consistent with D/H? Too much D!
Neutrons from oscillation from “mirror world” (!)  (yellow –
He constraint, blue – solution to Li7, black lines contours of D/H)
Neutron injection by itself does not solve 7Li problem because it 
leads to overproduction of D. 
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FIG. 4. n   n⇥ oscillation. Contour plots in the space of the two physical parameters ( m,m12) assuming   =  CMB and
x = 0.2 respectively with  ⇥ = 10 10 (left) and  ⇥ = 3 ⇥ 10 10 (middle) and x = 0.5 and  ⇥ = 10 10 (right). The blue strip
corresponds to models for which the BBN predictions are compatible with the observational constraints for both helium-4 and
lithium-7. The solid lines indicate the prediction of deuterium abundance D/H = {3.6, 3.8, 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, 4.6}⇥10 5 from top
to bottom.
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FIG. 5. Decay of massive particles. Contour plot assuming
  =  CMB for the two parameters of the model: the lifetime
⇤x of the massive particle and the decay rate ⇥0 exp( t/⇤X).
This can be compared to the case 4 of Ref. [14]. The solid
dashed lines indicate the prediction of deuterium abundance
D/H = {3.6, 3.8, 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, 4.6}⇥10 5 from top to bottom.
is dominated by the channel 4He +3 He  7 Be + ⇥ fol-
lowed by a  -decay. Between the two blue strips the final
abundances of Lithium-7 is too low. At higher rates, 7Be
becomes completely negligible but the abundance of tri-
tium is increased so that one opens the second channel
4He +3 H  7 Li + ⇥ so that the abundance of lithium-7
becomes too large again.
Again, it is easily concluded that in the range of pa-
rameters that allows these models to solve the lithium
problem, the production of deuterium remains too high
to be compatible with recent observational constraints.
FIG. 6. Decay of massive particles. The abundance of
lithum-7 produced during BBN, as a function of the two pa-
rameters (⇤X ,⇥0) has a valley. See text for an explanation of
the shape of this surface and compare with Fig. 5.
Particle annihilation. The only parameter of the
model is the annihilation rate ⌅0(T/ GK)3. Figure 7
depicts the dependence of the abundances of helium-4,
deuterium, tritium and helium-7 as a function of this
parameter assuming that ⇤ is fixed to ⇤CMB. As the
annihimation rate increases, the abundance of helium-4
increases, simply because there is more neutron available.
This sets an upper bound on ⌅0. As already concluded in
Ref. [14], the neutron injection can alleviate the lithium
problem. the shape of the curve is understood in ex-
actly the same way as in the previous paragraph. While
tritium is slightly a ected by the neutron injection, deu-
terium increases and there is no possibility to reconcile
both deuterium and lithium-7 simultaneously with the
observations.
Resonant particle annihilation. We scan the parame-
ter space (Er,⌅0) and the result is depicted on Fig. 8.
The morphology of the allowed region is similar to Fig. 5
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§ Lithium problem can be solved in combination of two different 
mechanisms:    neutron injection + radiation at ~10000 seconds to 
reduce D/H “back to normal”
§ Decays of EW scale particles is no good, as many other 
undesirable consequences occur (He3/D is changed too much, Li6 
gets generatec etc)
§ One scenario that works is muon injection (MP, Pradler, 2010). 
E.g. Unstable particle decay to muon pairs. Antineutrinos from 
muons convert p à n, and < 50 MeV radiation from subsequent 
muon decay eradicate excess of D/H
20
µBBN or nBBN (µ decay; n+pà n+e, )
Extra region at lifetime ~3hr. Energy injection corrects D/H back to SBBN
21
Conclusions for decaying particles
§ Straight decays into radiation do not work because reduction of 7Li 
also leads to reduction of D/H. (Unless “exactly” 2 MeV particle)
§ Neutron injection (decays, annihilation etc) at t~ 500 sec for a long 
time thought to be a solution – not anymore. D/H > 3.6 10-5, while 
observations give 2.5 10-5 in agreement with SBBN.
§ Combination of EM energy injection and neutrino injection (e.g. 
from unstables particles decaying to muons) can do the job. Extra 
energetic neutrinos produce a conversion of some protons to 
neutrons, reducing Li and elevating D, but D gets destroyed by 
radiation at 10000sec. Lifetime of “X” is ~ 104 sec.
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Metastable particles absorbed by 7Be or D
(Goudelis, MP, Pradler, 2015)
• Idea: A O(10 MeV) mass particle “X ” could survive to t ~ 1000 sec 
(which is non-trivial) and modify BBN by participating in nuclear 
reactions
• Interesting regime is when rB << rV << rg . (Abundances much 
larger than thermal – but reduced compared to T 3 )
• mX < 4He binding – otherwise the production of “zombie neutrons” 
from 4He (credit for the name goes to R. Harnik) 
• 7Be + X à 3He +4He;    D + X à n + p;  etc will happen with rates 
proportional to  ~  (small coupling)2 nX
• At t ~ 1000 sec destroyed 7Be cannot be resurrected, but 
“borrowed” neutrons from spalled D are incorporated back via n+p
à D + g
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• Scenario A: 
A new massive particle X, (2 MeV < mX < 20 MeV), that is directly 
absorbed by nuclei
• Scenario B:
A progenitor particle Xp decays to non-thermal radiation-like states, 
e.g. Xpà XX, and they are gradually red-shifted by the expansion .
(4 MeV < mXp < 40 MeV)
2
reduced. Most importantly, if reactions R1 and R2 oc-
cur relatively early, T > 10 keV, and the energy carried
by the X particle is below the 4He binding energy, the
helium and deuterium abundance will not be altered in
a significant way, as neutrons generated in R2 will be in-
corporated back to deuterium via the process p(n,  )D
that remains faster than neutron decay down to temper-
atures of T ⇧ 10 keV. Note that X cannot be a light
Standard Model particle; non-thermal photons at these
temperatures are quickly degraded in energy below nu-
clear binding thresholds, and neutrinos have too small an
interaction rate.
In the remainder of this paper, we show that these
qualitative expectations are supported by detailed BBN
calculations. We determine the required properties of X,
provide concrete particle physics realizations, and point
out experimental avenues to test the proposed scenarios.
New light metastable particles during BBN. Light,
very weakly coupled particles X can selectively a ect
BBN processes if their number density is large, but their
energy density remains subdominant to that of photons.
Therefore, as a guideline, we shall assume that their num-
ber density during BBN satisfies the bound
nb ⇧< nX <
T
EX
⇥ n  , (2)
where EX is the energy carried by these particles (and
EX = mX for the non-relativistic case). Since the respec-
tive baryon and photon number densities nb and n  are
widely di erent, nb/n  = 6.1⇥ 10 10 [4], the abundance
of nX (2) can vary in a rather large range. We distin-
guish two di erent scenarios. Scenario A assumes that
X is non-relativistic, with mass in the range from 1.6 to
20 MeV, and it participates in the reactions (1) before
decaying either to Standard Model (SM) radiation, or to
a beyond-SM radiation species. Scenario B assumes that
there is an inert, almost non-interacting neutral progeni-
tor particle Xp that decays to (nearly) massless states X
which participate in the nuclear reactions before being
red-shifted below nuclear reaction thresholds. For the
two-body decay, Xp ⌃ XX, the mass Xp must lie in the
range from 3.2 to 40 MeV, and the mass of X should be
less than ⇧ 1 eV (to avoid hot dark matter constraints.)
The upper mass bound in both scenarios ensures that
4He is not directly a ected by X-induced splitting.
We modify our BBN code [18] to include the e ects
of X particles. In the following we expose the relevant
physics by using Scenario A for which we add the param-
eters {mX , ⇤X , nX/nb,⇥Bev,⇥Dv} to the code, where nX
stands for the initial (un-decayed) abundance of X and
⇥Bev,⇥Dv are the respective reaction cross sections for
(1). We assume that they are dominated by the s-wave
of initial particles, for which they becomes temperature-
independent parameters. The reactions with A = 3 el-
ements, e.g. 3He(X, p)D, are generically less important
and, in the interest of concision, we avoid them altogether
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FIG. 2. The contours of light element abundances as a func-
tion of the two reaction rates R1 and R2, for  X   tBBN
(top panel), and  X = 10
3s (lower panel). Inside the shaded
regions, the lithium problem is solved.
by taking 2.2 MeV < mX < 5.5 MeV. Note that the as-
sumed small couplings of X and large abundances (2)
make the reverse reactions, e.g. n(p,X)D, negligible.
The results of our calculations are presented in Fig. 2.
The dark shaded regions correspond to reaction rates
that reduce lithium to the range 7Li/H = (1 2)⇥10 10
without a ecting other elements. In the top panel, the
lifetime of X is taken to be large with respect to the
cosmic time at BBN and, consequently, the late reaction
R2 reduces the deuterium abundance too much, unless
⇥Be > 10⇥D. Such a hierarchy of cross sections would
require additional tuning of the properties of X. In con-
trast, lifetimes around 103 seconds (lower panel) allow
for a generic solution to the lithium problem, without
altering deuterium beyond the observational bounds. In
the vertical part of the shaded band 7Be is directly de-
pleted via R1, while in the diagonal part 7Be reduction is
achieved via neutrons generated through R2. Note that
contrary to models of decaying weak-scale particles these
are not extra neutrons, but borrowed ones, that return
to deuterium via the fast reaction p(n,  )D. Thus for
⇤X ⇧ 103 s, the preferred R1 or R2 reaction rates solving
the 7Li overproduction problem are
R1: (nX/nb)⇥ ⇥Bev ⌥ (1  2)⇥ 10 31 cm2, or
R2: (nX/nb)⇥ ⇥Dv ⌥ (3  7)⇥ 10 31 cm2. (3)
The observational constraints in Fig. 2 are 2.45⇥10 5 ⇤
D/H ⇤ 3⇥ 10 5 (lower limit nominal 2⇥ from [3]; upper
limit conservative) and Yp ⌅ 0.24; also shown is the un-
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Metastable particles absorbed by 7Be or D
A light particle solution to the cosmic lithium problem
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We point out that the cosmological abundance of 7Li can be reduced down to observed values
if during its formation Big Bang Nucleosynthesis is modified by the presence of light electrically
neutral particles X that have substantial interactions with nucleons. We find that the lithium
problem can be solved without a ecting the precisely measured abundances of deuterium and helium
if the following conditions are satisfied: the mass and lifetimes of such particles are bounded by
1.6 MeV   mX   20 MeV and few 100 s . ⇥X . 104 s, and the abundance times the absorption
cross section by either deuterium or 7Be are comparable to the Hubble rate, nX absv ⇥ H, at
the time of 7Be formation. We include X-initiated reactions into the primordial nucleosynthesis
framework, observe that it leads to a substantial reduction of the freeze-out abundances of 7Li+7Be,
and find specific model realizations of this scenario. Concentrating on the axion-like-particle case,
X = a, we show that all these conditions can be satisifed if the coupling to d-quarks is in the range
of f 1d ⇥ TeV 1, which can be probed at intensity frontier experiments.
Introduction. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) is a
cornerstone of modern cosmology [1, 2]. Its success rests
on the agreement among the observationally inferred and
predicted primordial values for the deuterium and helium
abundances. In particular, the latest measurements of
the deuterium abundance, [D/H]obs = (2.53 ± 0.04) ⇥
10 5 [3], are in remarkable accord with BBN predic-
tions under standard cosmological assumptions, and us-
ing the baryon-to-photon ratio—precisely measured via
the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) [4]—as an input. However, the BBN success is
not complete: the predicted value of the lithium abun-
dance [2], [7Li/H]BBN = (4.68± 0.67)⇥ 10 10, is signifi-
cantly higher, by a factor of ⌅ (2  5), than the value in-
ferred from the atmospheres of PopII stars, [7Li/H]obs =
(1.6 ± 0.3) ⇥ 10 10 [5]. What prevents this discrepancy,
known as the cosmological lithium problem, from becom-
ing a full-blown crisis for cosmology is the questionable
interepretation of [7Li/H]obs as being the truly primor-
dial value, unaltered by subsequent astrophysical evolu-
tion. Indeed, several astrophysical mechanisms of how
the reduction of lithium may have come about have been
proposed (see, e.g. [6, 7]), none of which resolve the prob-
lem completely. Thus, New Physics (NP) scenarios, such
as modifications of standard BBN, can be entertained as
solutions to this long-standing discrepancy.
The (over)abundance of lithium is ultimately related
to the excessive production of the 7Be isotope, that
radiatively decays to 7Li during the post-BBN evolu-
tion. Its reduction occurs at T ⌅> 25keV via the se-
quence of neutron capture in the 7Be(n, p)7Li reaction,
followed by 7Li(p, )4He. For a while, NP scenarios
supplying extra neutrons, thereby reducing the 7Li+7Be
abundance [8–10], were considered to be attractive so-
lutions to the lithium problem. However, in light of
the latest [D/H] measurements [3], any such solution is
strongly disfavored [11, 12] as extra neutrons lead to
the overproduction of deuterium, quite generically re-
sulting in [D/H]BBN > 3 ⇥ 10 5, far from the allowed
range. This exlcudes a variety of models with late de-
cays of electroweak-scale particles, including many super-
symmetric scenarios. Nevertheless, isolated cases of NP
models, typically involving sub-GeV particles, can reduce
lithium while keeping deuterium and helium consistent
with observations [13, 14]. We also note that BBN cat-
alyzed by the presence of negatively charged weak-scale
particles [15–17] still has potential for reducing the 7Be
abundance.
X
7Be (D) 4He (p)
3He (n)
FIG. 1. Spallation of a nucleus due to absorption of a bosonic
state X.
In this Letter we suggest a new mechanism for se-
lectively reducing the lithium abundance, while keep-
ing other BBN predictions intact. 7Be is formed in
the narrow temperature range from 60 to 40 keV, after
deuterium- and during 3He-formation, in a rather slow,
sub-Hubble rate reaction 3He( , ⇥)7Be. This is why its
abundance is very small, [7Be/3He]⇧ 1, and it contrasts
with other nuclear reactions responsible for 4He, 3He,
D, which remain very fast in that temperature window.
Therefore, if BBN is modified by a new light and meta-
stable neutral particleX that has direct interactions with
nucleons and can react as in Fig. 1, either with 7Be or
deuterium (or both) via
R1 : 7Be(X, )3He; R2 : D(X, p)n (1)
at T ⌅ 50 keV, then one should expect that the 7Be
(and consequently the observed 7Li) abundance will be
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cantly higher, by a factor of ⌅ (2  5), than the value in-
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(1.6 ± 0.3) ⇥ 10 10 [5]. What prevents this discrepancy,
known as the cosmological lithium problem, from becom-
ing a full-blown crisis for cosmology is the questionable
interepretation of [7Li/H]obs as being the truly primor-
dial value, unaltered by subsequent astrophysical evolu-
tion. Indeed, several astrophysical mechanisms of how
the reduction of lithium may have come about have been
proposed (see, e.g. [6, 7]), none of which resolve the prob-
lem completely. Thus, New Physics (NP) scenarios, such
as modifications of standard BBN, can be entertained as
solutions to this long-standing discrepancy.
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radiatively decays to 7Li during the post-BBN evolu-
tion. Its reduction occurs at T ⌅> 25keV via the se-
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supplying extra neutrons, thereby reducing the 7Li+7Be
abundance [8–10], were considered to be attractive so-
lutions to the lithium problem. However, in light of
the latest [D/H] measurements [3], any such solution is
strongly disfavored [11, 12] as extra neutrons lead to
the overproduction of deuterium, quite generically re-
sulting in [D/H]BBN > 3 ⇥ 10 5, far from the allowed
range. This exlcudes a variety of models with late de-
cays of electroweak-scale particles, including many super-
symmetric scenarios. Nevertheless, isolated cases of NP
models, typically involving sub-GeV particles, can reduce
lithium while keeping deuterium and helium consistent
with observations [13, 14]. We also note that BBN cat-
alyzed by the presence of negatively charged weak-scale
particles [15–17] still has potential for reducing the 7Be
abundance.
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ing other BBN predictions intact. 7Be is formed in
the narrow temperature range from 60 to 40 keV, after
deuterium- and during 3He-formation, in a rather slow,
sub-Hubble rate reaction 3He( , ⇥)7Be. This is why its
abundance is very small, [7Be/3He]⇧ 1, and it contrasts
with other nuclear reactions responsible for 4He, 3He,
D, which remain very fast in that temperature window.
Therefore, if BBN is modified by a new light and meta-
stable neutral particleX that has direct interactions with
nucleons and can react as in Fig. 1, either with 7Be or
deuterium (or both) via
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at T ⌅ 50 keV, then one should expect that the 7Be
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reduced. Most importantly, if reactions R1 and R2 oc-
cur relatively early, T > 10 keV, and the energy carried
by the X particle is below the 4He binding energy, the
helium and deuterium abundance will not be altered in
a significant way, as neutrons generated in R2 will be in-
corporated back to deuterium via the process p(n,  )D
that remains faster than neutron decay down to temper-
atures of T ⇧ 10 keV. Note that X cannot be a light
Standard Model particle; non-thermal photons at these
temperatures are quickly degraded in energy below nu-
clear binding thresholds, and neutrinos have too small an
interaction rate.
In the remainder of this paper, we show that these
qualitative expectations are supported by detailed BBN
calculations. We determine the required properties of X,
provide concrete particle physics realizations, and point
out experimental avenues to test the proposed scenarios.
New light metastable particles during BBN. Light,
very weakly coupled particles X can selectively a ect
BBN processes if their number density is large, but their
energy density remains subdominant to that of photons.
Therefore, as a guideline, we shall assume that their num-
ber density during BBN satisfies the bound
nb ⇧< nX <
T
EX
⇥ n  , (2)
where EX is the energy carried by these particles (and
EX = mX for the non-relativistic case). Since the respec-
tive baryon and photon number densities nb and n  are
widely di erent, nb/n  = 6.1⇥ 10 10 [4], the abundance
of nX (2) can vary in a rather large range. We distin-
guish two di erent scenarios. Scenario A assumes that
X is non-relativistic, with mass in the range from 1.6 to
20 MeV, and it participates in the reactions (1) before
decaying either to Standard Model (SM) radiation, or to
a beyond-SM radiation species. Scenario B assumes that
there is an inert, almost non-interacting neutral progeni-
tor particle Xp that decays to (nearly) massless states X
which participate in the nuclear reactions before being
red-shifted below nuclear reaction thresholds. For the
two-body decay, Xp ⌃ XX, the mass Xp must lie in the
range from 3.2 to 40 MeV, and the mass of X should be
less than ⇧ 1 eV (to avoid hot dark matter constraints.)
The upper mass bound in both scenarios ensures that
4He is not directly a ected by X-induced splitting.
We modify our BBN code [18] to include the e ects
of X particles. In the following we expose the relevant
physics by using Scenario A for which we add the param-
eters {mX , ⇤X , nX/nb,⇥Bev,⇥Dv} to the code, where nX
stands for the initial (un-decayed) abundance of X and
⇥Bev,⇥Dv are the respective reaction cross sections for
(1). We assume that they are dominated by the s-wave
of initial particles, for which they becomes temperature-
independent parameters. The reactions with A = 3 el-
ements, e.g. 3He(X, p)D, are generically less important
and, in the interest of concision, we avoid them altogether
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FIG. 2. The contours of light element abundances as a func-
tion of the two reaction rates R1 and R2, for  X   tBBN
(top panel), and  X = 10
3s (lower panel). Inside the shaded
regions, the lithium problem is solved.
by taking 2.2 MeV < mX < 5.5 MeV. Note that the as-
sumed small couplings of X and large abundances (2)
make the reverse reactions, e.g. n(p,X)D, negligible.
The results of our calculations are presented in Fig. 2.
The dark shaded regions correspond to reaction rates
that reduce lithium to the range 7Li/H = (1 2)⇥10 10
without a ecting other elements. In the top panel, the
lifetime of X is taken to be large with respect to the
cosmic time at BBN and, consequently, the late reaction
R2 reduces the deuterium abundance too much, unless
⇥Be > 10⇥D. Such a hierarchy of cross sections would
require additional tuning of the properties of X. In con-
trast, lifetimes around 103 seconds (lower panel) allow
for a generic solution to the lithium problem, without
altering deuterium beyond the observational bounds. In
the vertical part of the shaded band 7Be is directly de-
pleted via R1, while in the diagonal part 7Be reduction is
achieved via neutrons generated through R2. Note that
contrary to models of decaying weak-scale particles these
are not extra neutrons, but borrowed ones, that return
to deuterium via the fast reaction p(n,  )D. Thus for
⇤X ⇧ 103 s, the preferred R1 or R2 reaction rates solving
the 7Li overproduction problem are
R1: (nX/nb)⇥ ⇥Bev ⌥ (1  2)⇥ 10 31 cm2, or
R2: (nX/nb)⇥ ⇥Dv ⌥ (3  7)⇥ 10 31 cm2. (3)
The observational constraints in Fig. 2 are 2.45⇥10 5 ⇤
D/H ⇤ 3⇥ 10 5 (lower limit nominal 2⇥ from [3]; upper
limit conservative) and Yp ⌅ 0.24; also shown is the un-
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reduced. Most importantly, if reactions R1 and R2 oc-
cur relatively early, T > 10 keV, and the energy carried
by the X particle is below the 4He binding energy, the
heliu and deuterium abundance will not be altered in
a significant way, as neutrons generated in R2 will be in-
corporated back to deuterium via the process p(n,  )D
that remains faster than neutron decay down to temper-
atures of T ⇧ 10 keV. Note that X cannot be a light
Standard Model particle; non-thermal photons at these
temperatures are quickly degraded in energy below nu-
clear binding thresholds, and neutrinos have too small an
interaction rate.
In the remainder of this paper, we show that these
qualitative expectations are supported by detailed BBN
calculations. We determine the required properties of X,
provide concrete particle physics realizations, and point
out experimental avenues to test the proposed scenarios.
New light metastable particles during BBN. Light,
very weakly coupled particles X can selectively a ect
BBN processes if their number density is large, but their
energy density remains subdominant to that of photons.
Therefore, as a guideline, we shall assume that their num-
ber density during BBN satisfies the bound
nb ⇧< nX <
T
EX
⇥ n  , (2)
where EX is the energy carried by th se p rticles (and
EX = mX for the non-relativistic case). Since the respec-
tive baryon and photon number densities nb and n  are
widely di erent, nb/n  = 6.1⇥ 10 10 [4], the abundance
of nX (2) can vary in a rather large range. We istin-
guish two di erent scenarios. Scenario A assumes that
X is non-relativistic, with mass in the range from 1.6 to
20 MeV, and it participates in the reactions (1) before
decaying eit er to Standard Mod l (SM) radi ion, or to
a beyond-SM radiation species. Scenario B assumes that
there is an inert, almost non-interact ng neutral progeni-
tor particle Xp that decays to (nearly) massless states X
which particip te in the nuclear re ctions before b ing
red-shifted below nuclear reaction thresholds. For the
two-body decay, Xp ⌃ XX, the mass Xp must lie in the
range from 3.2 to 40 MeV, and the mass of X should be
less than ⇧ 1 eV (to avoid hot dark atter con traints.)
The upper mass bound in both scenarios ensures that
4He is not directly a ected by X-induced splitting.
We modify our BBN code [18] to include the e ects
of X particles. In the following we expose the relevant
physics by using Scenario A for which we add the param-
eters {mX , ⇤X , nX/nb,⇥Bev,⇥Dv} to the code, where nX
stands for the initial (un-decayed) abundance of X and
⇥Bev,⇥Dv are the respective reaction cross sections for
(1). We assume that they are dominated by the s-wave
of initial particles, for which they becomes temperature-
independent parameters. The reactions with A = 3 el-
ements, e.g. 3He(X, p)D, are generically less important
and, in the interest of concision, we avoid them altogether
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FIG. 2. The contours of light e ent abundances as a func-
tion of the two reaction rates R1 and R2, for  X   tBBN
(top panel), and  X = 10
3s (lower panel). Inside the shaded
r gions, the lithium problem is solved.
by taking 2.2 MeV < mX < 5.5 MeV. Note that the as-
sum d mall couplings of X and large abundances (2)
make the reverse reactions, e.g. n(p,X)D, negligible.
The results of our calculations are presented in Fig. 2.
The dark shaded regions correspond to reaction rates
that reduce lithiu o the range 7Li/H = (1 2)⇥10 10
without a ecting other elements. In the top panel, the
lifetime of X is taken to be large with respect to the
cosmic time at BBN and, consequently, the late reaction
R2 reduces the deuterium abundance too much, unless
⇥Be > 10⇥D. Su h a hierarchy of ross s ctions would
require additional tuning of the properties of X. In con-
trast, lifetimes around 103 seconds (lo er panel) allow
for a generic solution to the lithium problem, without
alteri g deuterium beyond the observational bounds. In
the vertical part of the shaded band 7Be is directly de-
pleted via R1, while in the diagonal part 7Be reduction is
achieved via neutrons generated through R2. Note that
contrary to models of decaying weak-scale particles these
are not extra neutrons, but borrowed ones, that return
to deuterium via the fast reaction p(n,  )D. Thus for
⇤X ⇧ 103 s, t preferred R1 or R2 r action rates solving
the 7Li overproduction proble are
R1: (nX/nb)⇥ ⇥Bev ⌥ (1  2)⇥ 10 31 cm2, or
R2: (nX/nb)⇥ ⇥Dv ⌥ (3  7)⇥ 10 31 cm2. (3)
The observational constraints in Fig. 2 are 2.45⇥10 5 ⇤
D/H ⇤ 3⇥ 10 5 (lower limit nominal 2⇥ from [3]; upper
limit conservative) and Yp ⌅ 0.24; also shown is the un-
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“Borrowed” neutrons are returned to D
• “Borrowed” neutrons comes from spalled D, but are incorporated 
back via n+pà D + g
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FIG. 3. Temperature evolution of elemental abundances, with
BBN modified by R2, initiated by X with ⇥X = 10
3 s and
nX
nb
 Dv = 5  10 32 cm2. The temporary increase in n leads
to the suppression of 7Be but does not a ect [D/H]BBN.
labeled D/H contour 10 5. The e⇥ect of the “borrowed”
neutrons resulting from R2 is shown in Fig. 3.
It is easy to see that the absorption rates in (3) are of
order of the Hubble rate during 7Be synthesis, nX⌃absv ⇤
H at T ⌥ 50 keV. Short X lifetimes, ⌥X ⌅ 104s, have
the additional benefit of reducing the sensitivity to visible
decays of X to ⇤⇤ or e+e , as BBN is largely insensitive
to electromagnetic energy injections at early times (see,
e.g. [18]). Similar solutions can be found in Scenario B,
where ⌥Xp should be chosen in a similar range, while the
R1/R2 reaction rates will receive an additional temper-
ature dependence due to the redshift of EX . A full scan
of the viable parameter space will be presented in a more
detailed publication [19].
Model realization: couplings, cross sections, abun-
dance. The respective ranges (2) and (3) for the abun-
dances and reaction rates suggest a typical size for the
R1 and/or R2 cross sections. If we choose X-particles
of ⇤ 5 MeV mass (or energy) to contribute 1% of the
photon energy density at T = 50 keV, we arrive at
⌃absv ⇤ 10 38 cm2. This is much smaller than the typi-
cal (⇤mbn) range for photonuclear reactions, and much
larger than typical weak scale cross sections ⇤ G2F (EX)2.
Yet, the lifetimes of X particles are commensurate with
⇥-decay lifetimes, implying very small couplings to elec-
trons, photons and neutrinos. It is then clear that only
selected particle physics models can simultaneously ac-
count for (2), (3) and ⌥X ⇤ 103s.
A variety of models involving light, weakly interact-
ing particles have been extensively studied in recent
years [20], including axions, axion-like particles (ALPs),
and “dark” vectors. The MeV-mass range has been inde-
pendently motivated as an ideal range for the force car-
rier that mediates dark matter self-interactions [21, 22],
as well as its interactions with the SM. Here we provide
“proof of existence” of models that satisfy the require-
ments on ⌥X , ⌃abs and nX derived from our BBN analy-
sis.
If X is massive (Scenario A), its decay to leptons will
scale as  e+e   mXg2e/(4⇧). Given a lifetime of 103s,
the coupling to electrons would have to be smaller than
ge ⇤< 10 12. At the same time, the coupling gN to nucle-
ons will have to be much larger, pointing to “leptophobic”
models of light particles. Models with “dark photons”
[20] would hence not provide viable solutions, while mod-
els based on gauged baryon number U(1)B [23, 24] would
have to be tuned to suppress the loop-induced couplings
to leptons. Models based on so-called axion-like parti-
cles (ALPs) represent a better candidate, and below we
outline their main features. We consider a model where
the X particle is an ALP a which interacts mainly with
down-type quarks. To avoid strong constraints from the
flavour-violatingK and B meson decays, mediated by the
top-W loop, the coupling to up-type quarks is assumed
to be suppressed. We note in passing that such con-
struction can be UV-completed by using multiple Higgs
bosons and an interaction HuHd exp{ia/fa}, that gives
fd ⇧ fu when  Hu  ⇧  Hd . Going from the quark-
ALP to the meson/nucleon-ALP interaction, we obtain
the most important interactions with neutrons, protons
and pions.
Laq =  µa
fd
d¯⇤µ⇤5d = 
La⇤N =  µa
fd
⇤
f⇤ µ⇧
0 +
4
3
n¯⇤µ⇤5n  1
3
p¯⇤µ⇤5p
⌅
. (4)
We have used a naive quark model estimate for the spin
content of the nucleons, and f⇤ = 93 MeV. The ki-
netic mixing of the two scalars results in a small ad-
mixture of ⇧0 to an on-shell a, with the mixing angle
⌅ = (f⇤/fd)⇥ (m2a/m2⇤), and induces the decay a⌃ ⇤⇤.
Upon appropriate rescaling,  a   ⌥ ⌅2
 
ma
m⇡
⇥3
 ⇤
0
   , which
gives the lifetime in the right ballpark for fd ⇤TeV and
ma ⇤ 5 MeV. The coupling of a to the ⇤µ⇤5 nucleon
current leads to the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian propor-
tional to nucleon helicities. To estimate the absorption
cross sections we follow the method of [25] that relates the
ALP absorption to the photoelectric e⇥ect in the dipole
(E1) approximation. Assuming a very simple model of
7Be as a bound state of nonrelativistic 3He and 4He and
D as a bound state of n and p, and neglecting nuclear
spin forces, we arrive at the following estimate for the
relation between the R1 and R2 cross sections and those
of the 7Be(⇤, )3He and D(⇤, p)n processes:
⌃abs,iv
⌃photo,ic
⌥ Ci
4⇧ 
⇥ m
2
a
f2d
, (5)
where i = 7Be,D and the coe⇧cients C7Be =
64
3 , CD =
59
9 reflect spin combinatorial factors. The photo-
absorption cross section by D is well-known, while for
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Candidate particles ? 
• Must be “leptophobic”: otherwise X à ee decays will shorten the 
lifetime
• Many scenarios are tuned: “dark photon” would not work (not 
leptophobic), but dark “baryonic vector” V may work, but the 
coupling to electrons needs to be tuned below the loop-induced 
value. 
• Axion-like particles (ALPs) are tightly constrained by flavour
physics due to top-W loops. We need ~ 1/TeV couplings… 
• ALPs coupled to down-type quarks.
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FIG. 3. Temperature evolution of elemental abundances, with
BBN modified by R2, initiated by X with ⇥X = 10
3 s and
nX
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 Dv = 5  10 32 cm2. The temporary increase in n leads
to the suppression of 7Be but does not a ect [D/H]BBN.
labeled D/H contour 10 5. The e⇥ect of the “borrowed”
neutrons resulting from R2 is shown in Fig. 3.
It is easy to see that the absorption rates in (3) are of
order of the Hubble rate during 7Be synthesis, nX⌃absv ⇤
H at T ⌥ 50 keV. Short X lifetimes, ⌥X ⌅ 104s, have
the additional benefit of reducing the sensitivity to visible
decays of X to ⇤⇤ or e+e , as BBN is largely insensitive
to electromagnetic energy injections at early times (see,
e.g. [18]). Similar solutions can be found in Scenario B,
where ⌥Xp should be chosen in a similar range, while the
R1/R2 reaction rates will receive an additional temper-
ature dependence due to the redshift of EX . A full scan
of the viable parameter space will be presented in a more
detailed publication [19].
Model realization: couplings, cross sections, abun-
dance. The respective ranges (2) and (3) for the abun-
dances and reaction rates suggest a typical size for the
R1 and/or R2 cross sections. If we choose X-particles
of ⇤ 5 MeV mass (or energy) to contribute 1% of the
photon energy density at T = 50 keV, we arrive at
⌃absv ⇤ 10 38 cm2. This is much smaller than the typi-
cal (⇤mbn) range for photonuclear reactions, and much
larger than typical weak scale cross sections ⇤ G2F (EX)2.
Yet, the lifetimes of X particles are commensurate with
⇥-decay lifetimes, implying very small couplings to elec-
trons, photons and neutrinos. It is then clear that only
selected particle physics models can simultaneously ac-
count for (2), (3) and ⌥X ⇤ 103s.
A variety of models involving light, weakly interact-
ing particles have been extensively studied in recent
years [20], including axions, axion-like particles (ALPs),
and “dark” vectors. The MeV-mass range has been inde-
pendently motivated as an ideal range for the force car-
rier that mediates dark matter self-interactions [21, 22],
as well as its interactions with the SM. Here we provide
“proof of existence” of models that satisfy the require-
ments on ⌥X , ⌃abs and nX derived from our BBN analy-
sis.
If X is massive (Scenario A), its decay to leptons will
scale as  e+e   mXg2e/(4⇧). Given a lifetime of 103s,
the coupling to electrons would have to be smaller than
ge ⇤< 10 12. At the same time, the coupling gN to nucle-
ons will have to be much larger, pointing to “leptophobic”
models of light particles. Models with “dark photons”
[20] would hence not provide viable solutions, while mod-
els based on gauged baryon number U(1)B [23, 24] would
have to be tuned to suppress the loop-induced couplings
to leptons. Models based on so-called axion-like parti-
cles (ALPs) represent a better candidate, and below we
outline their main features. We consider a model where
the X particle is an ALP a which interacts mainly with
down-type quarks. To avoid strong constraints from the
flavour-violatingK and B meson decays, mediated by the
top-W loop, the coupling to up-type quarks is assumed
to be suppressed. We note in passing that such con-
struction can be UV-completed by using multiple Higgs
bosons and an interaction HuHd exp{ia/fa}, that gives
fd ⇧ fu when  Hu  ⇧  Hd . Going from the quark-
ALP to the meson/nucleon-ALP interaction, we obtain
the most important interactions with neutrons, protons
and pions.
Laq =  µa
fd
d¯⇤µ⇤5d = 
La⇤N =  µa
fd
⇤
f⇤ µ⇧
0 +
4
3
n¯⇤µ⇤5n  1
3
p¯⇤µ⇤5p
⌅
. (4)
We have used a naive quark model estimate for the spin
content of the nucleons, and f⇤ = 93 MeV. The ki-
netic mixing of the two scalars results in a small ad-
mixture of ⇧0 to an on-shell a, with the mixing angle
⌅ = (f⇤/fd)⇥ (m2a/m2⇤), and induces the decay a⌃ ⇤⇤.
Upon appropriate rescaling,  a   ⌥ ⌅2
 
ma
m⇡
⇥3
 ⇤
0
   , which
gives the lifetime in the right ballpark for fd ⇤TeV and
ma ⇤ 5 MeV. The coupling of a to the ⇤µ⇤5 nucleon
current leads to the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian propor-
tional to nucleon helicities. To estimate the absorption
cross sections we follow the method of [25] that relates the
ALP absorption to the photoelectric e⇥ect in the dipole
(E1) approximation. Assuming a very simple model of
7Be as a bound state of nonrelativistic 3He and 4He and
D as a bound state of n and p, and neglecting nuclear
spin forces, we arrive at the following estimate for the
relation between the R1 and R2 cross sections and those
of the 7Be(⇤, )3He and D(⇤, p)n processes:
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where i = 7Be,D and the coe⇧cients C7Be =
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3 , CD =
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9 reflect spin combinatorial factors. The photo-
absorption cross section by D is well-known, while for
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BBN modified by R2, initiated by X with ⇥X = 10
3 s and
nX
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 Dv = 5  10 32 cm2. The temporary increase in n leads
to the suppression of 7Be but does not a ect [D/H]BBN.
labeled D/H contour 10 5. The e⇥ect of the “borrowed”
neutrons resulting from R2 is shown in Fig. 3.
It is easy to see that the absorptio rates in (3) are of
order of the Hubble rat duri g 7Be synthesis, nX⌃absv ⇤
H at T ⌥ 50 keV. Short X lifetimes, ⌥X ⌅ 104s, have
the additional benefit of reducing the sensitivity to visible
decays of X to ⇤⇤ or e+  , as BBN is largely insensitive
to electromagnetic energy injections at early times (see,
e.g. [18]). Similar solutions can be found in Scenario B,
where ⌥Xp should be chosen in a similar range, while the
R1/R2 reaction rates will receive an additional temper-
ature dependence due to the redshift of EX . A full scan
of the viable parameter space will be presented in a ore
detailed publication [19].
Model realization: couplings, cross sections, abun-
dance. The respective ranges (2) and (3) for the abun-
dances and reaction rates suggest a typical size for the
R1 and/or R2 cross sections. If we choose X-particles
of ⇤ 5 MeV mass (or energy) to contribute 1% of the
photon energy density at T = 50 keV, we arrive at
⌃absv ⇤ 10 38 cm2. This is much smaller than the typi-
cal (⇤mbn) range for photonuclear reactions, and much
larger than typical weak scale cross sections ⇤ G2F (EX)2.
Yet, the lifetimes of X particles are commensurate with
⇥-decay lifetimes, implying very small couplings to elec-
trons, photons and neutrinos. It is then clear that only
selected particle physics models can simultaneously ac-
count for (2), (3) and ⌥X ⇤ 103s.
A variety of models involving light, weakly interact-
ing particles have been extensively studied in recent
years [20], including axions, axion-like particles (ALPs),
and “dark” vectors. The MeV-mass range has been inde-
pendently motivated as an ideal range for the force car-
rier that mediates dark matter self-interactions [21, 22],
as well as its interactions with the SM. H re we provide
“proof of existence” of models that satisfy the require-
ments on ⌥X , ⌃abs and nX derived from our BBN analy-
sis.
If X is massive (Scenario A), its decay to leptons will
scale as  e+e   mXg2e/(4⇧). Given a lifetime of 103s,
the coupling to electrons would have to be smaller than
ge ⇤< 10 12. At the same time, the coupling gN to nucle-
ons will have to be much larger, pointing to “leptophobic”
models of light particles. Models with “dark photons”
[20] would hence not provide viable solutions, while mod-
els based on gauged baryon number U(1)B [23, 24] would
have to be tuned to suppress the loop-induced couplings
to leptons. Models based on so-called axion-like parti-
cles (ALPs) represent a better candidate, and below we
outline their main features. We consider a model where
the X particle is an ALP a which interacts mainly with
down-type quarks. To avoid strong constraints from the
flavour-violatingK and B meson decays, mediated by the
top-W loop, the coupling to up-type quarks is assumed
to be suppressed. We note in passing that such con-
struction can be UV-completed by using multiple Higgs
bosons and an interaction HuHd exp{ia/fa}, that gives
fd ⇧ fu when  Hu  ⇧  Hd . Going from the quark-
ALP to the meson/nucleon-ALP interaction, we obtain
the most important interactions with neutrons, protons
and pions.
Laq =  µa
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d¯⇤µ⇤5d = 
La⇤ =  µa
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⇤
f⇤ µ⇧
0 +
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⌅
. (4)
We have used a naive quark model estimate for the spin
content of the nucleons, and f⇤ = 93 MeV. The ki-
netic mixing f the two scalars results in a small ad-
mixtu e of ⇧0 to an on-shell a, with the mixing angle
⌅ = (f⇤/fd)⇥ (m2a/m2⇤), and induces the decay a⌃ ⇤⇤.
Upon appropriate rescaling,  a   ⌥ ⌅2
 
ma
m⇡
⇥3
 ⇤
0
   , which
gives the lifetime in the right ballpark for fd ⇤TeV and
ma ⇤ 5 MeV. The coupling of a to the ⇤µ⇤5 nucleon
current leads to the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian propor-
tional to nucleon helicities. To estimate the absorption
cross sections we follow the method of [25] that relates the
ALP absorption to the photoelectric e⇥ect in the dipole
(E1) approximation. Assuming a very simple model of
7Be as a bound state of nonrelativistic 3He and 4He and
D as a bound state of n and p, and neglecting nuclear
spin forces, we arrive at the following estimate for the
relation between the R1 and R2 cross sections and those
of the 7Be(⇤, )3He and D(⇤, p)n processes:
⌃abs,iv
⌃photo,ic
⌥ Ci
4⇧ 
⇥ m
2
a
f2d
, (5)
where i = 7Be,D and the coe⇧cients C7Be =
64
3 , CD =
59
9 reflect spin combinatorial factors. The photo-
absorption cross section by D is well-known, while for
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ALP couplings suggested by BBN
• Beam dump experiments appear to be very sensitive!
4
7Be we use recent evaluations [26]. We conclude that
fd ⇤ TeV yields both lifetimes and absorption cross sec-
tions in the desired ballpark.
The remaining undetermined parameter is the abun-
dance na prior to decay. It is easy to see that obtaining
the correct abundance range would require some deple-
tion of a: despite its small width, a will get thermally
populated during the QCD epoch. We have examined
several ways of depleting its abundance, all of which
require additional particles in the light sector. Disre-
garding the issue of technical naturalness of small scalar
masses, one can imagine that a coupling to a nearly
massless scalar s,  4a
2s2, mediates the depletion of a at
T ⇤ ma via aa ⌅ ss. Given the annihilation cross sec-
tion ⇧annv = ⇤2/(64⌅m2a), the entire range of abundances
is covered for 10 5 ⇤< ⇤ ⇤< 10 1. Alternatively, one can
achieve a similar depletion of a via co-annihilation with
another light species, or via the 3a⌅ 2a process as, e.g.,
in [27]. More details on viable cosmological models of
ALPs will be provided in [19].
Scenario B, with unstable particle decaying to massless
(or nearly massless) ALPs, Xp ⌅ aa, is even easier to
implement. Consider a nearly massless ALP a, and its
progenitor Xp coupled to the SM via
LXXp = AXp(H†H) +BXpa2 + Laq, (6)
where H is the SM Higgs field. The required abundance
of a parent scalar Xp can be achieved via the “freeze-in”
mechanism (see, e.g., [13]) by dialing the mixing with the
SM Higgs, A ⇤ (10 9   10 5) GeV. The decay of Xp to
ALPs is controlled by the B parameter, and ⌃Xp ⇤ 103 s
is achieved with B ⇤ 10 11 MeV. The nuclear breakup
cross sections due to a massless axion can again be re-
lated to the photo-nuclear cross section [25]. Performing
calculations similar to (5), we find
⇧abs,i
⇧photo,i
⇧ Di
4⌅ 
⇥ E
2
a
f2d
, (7)
with D7Be =
128
9 , DD =
118
27 . In calculating the impact
on BBN in this scenario, we account for the redshifting
of Ea from mXp/2 to R1 and R2 thresholds.
Searching for hadronic ALPs at the intensity frontier.
Our proposal for the lithium reduction mechanism in-
volves light particles in the several MeV range, but with
rather small couplings. Such particles are being searched
for at intensity frontier experiments [20]. To better de-
fine the parameter space of interest, we take Scenario B,
and vary ⌃Xp , and fd, by fixing a fiducial value of nXp ,
the Xp abundance prior to decay. The results are shown
in Fig. 4. The “pile-up” from redshifted X results in sen-
sitivity to lifetimes before the end of the D-bottleneck,
⌃Xp < 100 s; with nXp ⇤ 104nb a depletion of lithium by
a factor of a few is possible with fd ⇤ TeV.
Next, we estimate the expected signal in beam
dump experiments such as LSND [28]. The ALP-
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nXp/nb = 3  104
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FIG. 4. Lithium solution by ALPs that are injected from a
progenitor state Xp with mass mXp = 10MeV. The LSND
sensitivity-line is fixed, but all other contours can move ver-
tically by adjusting the Xp initial abundance nXp/nb.
production in p-nucleus collisions is followed by the scat-
tering/absorption of a by nuclei of the target. We as-
sume that the number of produced ALPs scales with the
number of produced ⌅-mesons as Na ⇤ (f⇥/fd)2 ⇥ N⇥.
Concentrating on the photon production in the p(a, ⇥)p
process, we estimate its cross section [25] as ⇧ap ⇤
 (Ea/fd)2m 2p ⇤ (100 MeV/fa)2 ⇥ 10 29cm2, where
Ea ⇤ 200 MeV is a typical energy of produced mesons
and ALPs [29]. The estimated number of events
Nevents ⇤ NaNp⇧ap
4⌅L2
⇤ 6⇥
 
TeV
fd
⇥4
(8)
should be compared to the number of prompt energetic
events in the detector, O(10), which implies a sensitiv-
ity up to fd ⇤ 1 TeV. Here, L = 30 m, N⇥ ⇤ 1023 and
Np = 6.7⇥1030 is the number of target protons inside the
fiducial volume. One can see, Fig. 4, that—depending on
the assumed abundance of the progenitorXp—LSND can
probe large fractions of relevant parameter space; further
significant improvements can be achieved by deploying
beam dump experiments next to large underground neu-
trino detectors [30].
Conclusions. We have shown that particle physics so-
lutions of the cosmological lithium problem are far from
being exhausted. Light, very weakly interacting particles
with energy or mass of ⇤ 10 MeV and lifetimes of O(103)
seconds can deplete 7Be+7Li without a ecting other ele-
ments. This is because, unlike in many weak-scale solu-
tions, the suggested mechanism does not inject any new
neutrons into the primordial medium, and operates ei-
ther via direct destruction of 7Be, or through its indirect
reduction via neutrons that are temporarily “borrowed”
from deuterium. A variety of particle physics realizations
of this idea is possible, and in particular ALPs with small
couplings to d-quarks represent a clear target of oppor-
tunity for upcoming searches at the intensity frontier.
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FIG. 3. Temperature evolution of elemental abundances, with
BBN modified by R2, initiated by X with ⇥X = 10
3 s and
nX
nb
 Dv = 5  10 32 cm2. The temporary increase in n leads
to the suppression of 7Be but does not a ect [D/H]BBN.
labeled D/H contour 10 5. The e⇥ect of the “borrowed”
neutrons resulting from R2 is shown in Fig. 3.
It is easy to see that the absorption rates in (3) are of
order of the Hubble rate during 7Be synthesis, nX⌃absv ⇤
H at T ⌥ 50 keV. Short X lifetimes, ⌥X ⌅ 104s, have
the additional benefit of reducing the sensitivity to visible
decays of X to ⇤⇤ or e+e , as BBN is largely insensitive
to electromagnetic energy injections at early times (see,
e.g. [18]). Similar solutions can be found in Scenario B,
where ⌥Xp should be chosen in a similar range, while the
R1/R2 reaction rates will receive an additional temper-
ature dependence due to the redshift of EX . A full scan
of the viable parameter space will be presented in a more
detailed publication [19].
Model realization: couplings, cross sections, abun-
dance. The respective ranges (2) and (3) for the abun-
dances and reaction rates suggest a typical size for the
R1 and/or R2 cross sections. If we choose X-particles
of ⇤ 5 MeV mass (or energy) to contribute 1% of the
photon energy density at T = 50 keV, we arrive at
⌃absv ⇤ 10 38 cm2. This is much smaller than the typi-
cal (⇤mbn) range for photonuclear reactions, and much
larger than typical weak scale cross sections ⇤ G2F (EX)2.
Yet, the lifetimes of X particles are commensurate with
⇥-decay lifetimes, implying very small couplings to elec-
trons, photons and neutrinos. It is then clear that only
selected particle physics models can simultaneously ac-
count for (2), (3) and ⌥X ⇤ 103s.
A variety of models involving light, weakly interact-
ing particles have been extensively studied in r cent
years [20], including axions, axion-like particles (ALPs),
and “dark” vectors. The MeV-mass range has been inde-
pendently motivated as an ideal range for the force car-
rier that mediates dark matter self-interactions [21, 22],
as well as its interactions with the SM. Here we provide
“proof of existence” of models that satisfy the require-
ments on ⌥X , ⌃abs and nX derived from our BBN analy-
sis.
If X is massive (Scenario A), its decay to leptons will
scale as  e+e   mXg2e/(4⇧). Given a lifetime of 103s,
the coupling to electrons would have to be smaller than
ge ⇤< 10 12. At the same time, the coupling gN to nucle-
ons will have to be much larger, pointing to “leptophobic”
models of light particles. Models with “dark photons”
[20] would hence not provide viable solutions, while mod-
els based on gauged baryon number U(1)B [23, 24] would
have to be tuned to suppress the loop-induced couplings
to leptons. Models based on so-called axion-like parti-
cles (ALPs) represent a better candidate, and below we
outline their main features. We consider a model where
the X particle is an ALP a which interacts mainly with
down-type quarks. To avoid strong constraints from the
flavour-violatingK and B meson decays, mediated by the
top-W loop, the coupling to up-type quarks is assumed
to be suppressed. We note in passing that such con-
struction can be UV-completed by using multiple Higgs
bosons and an interaction HuHd exp{ia/fa}, that gives
fd ⇧ fu when  Hu  ⇧  Hd . Going from the quark-
ALP to the meson/nucleon-ALP interaction, we obtain
the most important interactions with neutrons, protons
and pions.
Laq =  µa
fd
d¯⇤µ⇤5d = 
La⇤N =  µa
fd
⇤
f⇤ µ⇧
0 +
4
3
n¯⇤µ⇤5n  1
3
p¯⇤µ⇤5p
⌅
. (4)
We have used a naive quark model estimate for the spin
content of the nucleons, and f⇤ = 93 MeV. The ki-
netic mixing of the two scalars results in a small ad-
mixture of ⇧0 to an on-shell a, with the mixing angle
⌅ = (f⇤/fd)⇥ (m2a/m2⇤), and induces the decay a⌃ ⇤⇤.
Upon appropriate rescaling,  a   ⌥ ⌅2
 
ma
m⇡
⇥3
 ⇤
0
   , which
gives the lifetime in the right ballpark for fd ⇤TeV and
ma ⇤ 5 MeV. The coupling of a to the ⇤µ⇤5 nucleon
current leads to the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian propor-
tional to nucleon helicities. To estimate the absorption
cross sections we follow the method of [25] that relates the
ALP absorption to the photoelectric e⇥ect in the dipole
(E1) approximation. Assuming a very simple model of
7Be as a bound state of nonrelativistic 3He and 4He and
D as a bo nd state of n and p, and neglecting nuclear
spin forces, we arrive at the following estimate for the
relation between the R1 and R2 cross sections and those
of the 7Be(⇤, )3He and D(⇤, p)n processes:
⌃abs,iv
⌃photo,ic
⌥ Ci
4⇧ 
⇥ m
2
a
f2d
, (5)
where i = 7Be,D and the coe⇧cients C7Be =
64
3 , CD =
59
9 reflect spin combinatorial factors. The photo-
absorption cross section by D is well-known, while for
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Conclusions I
• “Carefully chosen” models of new physics can solve “lithium 
problem” – overproduction of 7Be in standard BBN:
1. Combination of neutron injection and energy injection. Particles 
with lifetimes ~ 104 sec seem to be needed. Things got harder 
because D/H shows perfect agreement with standard BBN.
2. Muon injection from metastable particles of 10000sec can have a 
desirable effect. More neutrons (less Li), and radiation “correction” 
of D/H. 
3. ~ 10 MeV relic particles that survive in large numbers to ~ 500-
1000 seconds can destroy 7Be, but be harmless for D/H, as 
neutrons are incorporated back to D. 
4. Future? More understanding of Li in atmospheres of Pop II stars 
and the “meltdown” of Spite plateau at low Z. Increased data 
sample. 
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Conclusions II
• I am honored to speak at Olivefest
• My time at UMN (1998-2001) was extremely productive, even 
formative, due to mostly Keith and also the rest of the TPI faculty 
and postdocs.
• I share a lot of good memories of collaborating with Keith, and 
some of the work we have produced (EDMs, SUSY, changing 
couplings etc) is still relevant today.
• Thank you, Keith, for your contribution to science and to 
mentoring of junior colleagues!!! Happy birthday!
